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Chilean lapis lazuli jewelry

Located in the foothills of the Chilean Andes, Lapis Lazuli House has been striving to provide customers around the world with handmade Lapis Lazuli jewellery and ornaments for more than 40 years. Proud of the first Lapis Lazuli store established in Chile, it is individually crafted with unique and urban designs by
Chilean and South American artisans working with natural lapis lazuli, sterling silver and other semi-precious stones. Lapis Lazuli House has supported dozens of local artisans since its inception and has helped to design, manufacture and promote their work to positively impact their standard of living and reduce poverty
for the underprivileged. Lapis Lazuli House was founded in 1971 by Luciana Celis. With the encouragement of her stepfather, Joseph Lamonica, Lucina founded the Chilean Lapis boutique in Bellavista, the famous bohemian and artistic center of Santiago de Chile, Chile. Just six years later, in 1977, Luciana opened a
second store in the Victoria Tower in The Victoria Tower in Sero San Cristobal, a tourist icon in the Chilean capital. The heritage of our shop helped to build a major source of tourist attractions for tourists, and therefore, Lapis Lazuli was declared the Chilean national seat in 1984. For the quality of our rich history and our
wonderful Chilean handicrafts, Lapis Lazuli House is recognized by several prestigious international travel guides such as Lonely Planet, Rough Guide, Guide to Spain. In 2014, Lapis Lazuli House established its first U.S. subsidiary in the metropolitan area of LAPIS LAZULI in Washington, D.C., strengthening its
international presence, but it was mined deep beneath the earth, but lapis lazuli's stunning blue hue is romantically spoke of the sea and the sky. Once known as blue gold, the stone has been prized for more than 5,000 years for its beauty, pigmentation and strength. Its rarity, combined with its proud history and noble
colors, makes Chilean Lapis Lazuli jewellery a very valuable commodity for customers around the world. Lapis lazuli offers a high level of aesthetic beauty to ordinary collectors, but for dedicated enthusiasts, it tells a story that goes back to the times. Archaeologists have found evidence of Lapis Lazuli's popularity among
the ancient peoples of Mesopotamia, Persia and Greece. In Rome, stone was considered a powerful aphrodisiac. In Egypt and Babylonia, Lapis Lazuli was considered a cure for depression, and the high priests often had stones on their necks with images of the Goddess of Truth. After Alexander the Great spread his
conquests throughout the Middle East, he returned to Europe from Lapis Stone and brought numerous signage rings, scarves and figures that meant over the sea. For thousands of years, humanity has praised the power of stone not only for medicinal properties, but also for its purity, mental health, luck, and association
with the aristocracy. Lapis Lazuli is involved. Confidence, openness, inner tranquility, but lapis stone is often regarded as a beacon of friendship and truth, but it has been immeasurably important to artists throughout history as the main means of producing ultra-marine pigmentation. Grinded into powder and mixed with
binding sands, the stone was used to create vivid watercolor and oil paints used by the Old Masters of the Renaissance. The jewelry itself is considered semi-precious, its color comes from a combination of several minerals. The rock is mostly composed of rajulite, with the iconic blue coloring, the presence of the
disturber is responsible for the ivory stripes and the golden hue is the result of the flame. Today, Lapis Lazuli is mainly mined in Chile and Afghanistan. Deposits in the Chilean Andes are widely regarded as deeper blue paintings, and with the high yield of Lapis Stone at the Flor de los Andes mines at 3,600 metres above
sea level, Chile has become the most revered source of Lapis Lazuli in the western world. At the foot of the Chilean Andes, lapis lazuli house serves fine Lapis Lazuli jewellery. Hand-crafted by professional craftsmen in Santiago, this urban design is a third-generation family tradition of Lapis Lazuli jewellery. The natural
stone, prized for its beauty and strength, was mined deep in the Andes, but it is believed that Lapis Lazuli was pulled from the sky, not under the earth, in a stunning blue hue. A few remain until we get more Chilean beads!  encourage awareness, increase self-esteem, and inspire enlightenment with Lafis Lazuli
Malala of Chile. Lapis Lazuli is known for its powerful stone of protection and tranquility. It is a combination of recitation, lajulite, pyrite, equivalent to the powerhouse of healing energy. Our Lapis Lazuli is carefully selected from the Andes mountains of Chile, and due to its high concentration of rasolight, it is less usable
for the royal blue richness and white impurities. Extra Energy Boost: This malaise is adorned with a double-ended lapis lazuli point pendant and lily rose brand white gold vermel lotus charm. The Lapis Lazuli Point Pendant adds an additional vibration boost to amplify the healing power of the gem. Lapis Lazuli Healing
Properties: Promoting Inner Truth, Protecting From Psychic Attacks, Releasing Stress, Providing Compassion, Stimulating Creativity, Expressing Truth and Support, Bond Relations, Overcoming Depression, Improving The Immune System, Relieving Inflammation, Providing Deep Relaxation, Providing Deep Relaxation,
This Malaise is a original design created by our craftsmen using true high quality semi-jewelry jewelry. Our stones are 100% genuine and of the highest quality. It can be worn as a necklace, wrapped several times with a healing bracelet on the wrist, or during meditation or yoga. History and legend lapis lazuli deep Blue
and often splashed with golden flames, cherished by ancient Babylonian and Egyptians and often worn by royalty. Lapis Lazuli was widely used by Egyptians for cosmetics and painting. According to Persian legend, the sky is blue on the huge slabs of lapis, where the earth rests. Lapis Lazuli was buried with the dead
and considered a sacred stone to protect and guide them in their posthumous lives. In the Americas, the Incas, Moles, Diagitas and other pre-Colombian cultures have used lapis lazuli for decorative masks and other artifacts for thousands of years. More.... With a hardness of about 5.5 on a watery moss scale and a
relatively soft stone, Lapis Lazuli is one of the most valuable semi-opaque stones. Often referred to as gems, these beautiful stones are rocks made up of minerals, rasolite and pyrites that make up the golden spots. Lapis is formed by contact deformations that occur in deep beneath the earth's surface. More.... Source:
Location and mining stones are mined from sedimentsediment located 3,600 metres above sea level in the Andes in The Oval, Chile. In 1851, the location of the deposit was mapped, and in 1894 the Las Flores de los Andes was officially registered as a mining asset in Chile. Commercial mines began in 1950, and in
1989 Las Flores de los Andes S. A built a 60-kilometer driveway that transported machinery to mines to begin mass and size material extraction. More.... The meta-physical properties are considered the stone of universal truth and friendship for many people around the world. Blue Stone is famous for bringing harmony
in relationships and helping the wearer become a true individual who can publicly express their opinions. Lapis Lazuli is a powerful stone for those seeking more spiritual development.... Using and by-product, Lapis takes a great sheen and can be made into jewelry, carvings, boxes, mosaics, ornaments and vases. In
architecture it was used for cladding the walls and pillars of the palace and church. It has also been grounded and machined to make pigment ultramarines for temperra paints and oil paints. More.... Many cutters working with Lapis Lazuli 'turn on the nose' when cutting lapis lazuli, as soon as the stone comes into contact
with the cutting disc it provides a typical smell. Skilled cutters can see how intense the color is from the smell. When polishing this stone, he should be gently processed because of his modest hardness and should not be under a lot of pressure. . More.... Caring for Lapis Lazuli Lapis Lazuli is somewhat porous and



should be protected from chemicals and solvents, and not put lapis in a chemical dip or ion jewelry cleaner. The best way is to wipe it off with a barely wet cloth without soap. Lapis is not very difficult at 5.5 Protect against other gems when storing to avoid scratches (e.g. keep them clean, such as pearls or opals). More....
More....
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